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Abstract
Under physiological and pathological conditions, cells experience large forces and deformations that
often exceed the linear viscoelastic regime.Herewe drive CD34+ cells isolated fromhealthy and
leukemic bonemarrows in the highly nonlinear elasto-plastic regime, by poking their perinuclear
regionwith a sharpAFMcantilever tip.Weuse thewavelet transformmathematicalmicroscope to
identify singular events in the force-indentation curves induced by local rupture events in the
cytoskeleton (CSK).We distinguish two types of rupture events, brittle failures likely corresponding to
irreversible ruptures in a stiff and highly cross-linkedCSK and ductile failures resulting fromdynamic
cross-linker unbindings during plastic deformationwithout loss of CSK integrity.We propose a
stochasticmultiplicative cascademodel ofmechanical ruptures that reproduces quantitatively the
experimental distributions of the energy released during these events, and provides some
mathematical andmechanistic understanding of the robustness of the log-normal statistics observed
in both brittle and ductile situations.We also show that brittle failures are relativelymore prominent
in leukemia than in healthy cells suggesting their greater fragility.

1. Introduction

As the elementary building block of living systems, cells are activemechanicalmachines that constantly remodel
their structural organization towithstand forces and deformations and to promptly adapt to theirmechanical
environment [1, 2]. This versatility is fundamentally required formany vital cellular functions, and an alteration
of the cellmechanical properties can participate in pathogenesis and disease progression [3, 4]. Identifying under
which conditions is themechanical resilience of living cells compromised is therefore a critical issue. Significant
progress in the past decades has provided a rather complete picture of the linearmechanical response to small
applied stresses or strains [5–11]. However, cells are often subject to large deformations and reach nonlinear
regimes that are far frombeingwell understood [8, 9, 12–14]. The fascinatingmechanical properties of living
cells aremediated by the cytoskeleton (CSK), a dynamic network offilamentous proteins composed of actin
filaments,microtubules, and intermediate filaments [7–9, 15–17]. The actinfilaments are cross-linked by awide
variety of actin binding proteins (ABPs) [7–9, 12, 15–18]. By tuning the proportions of passive and active ABPs,
living cells can control their power-law (scale-free)CSK rheology [7, 19]. Interestingly, cells exhibit both solid
and liquid-like properties. Solid-like behavior is associatedwith strongly cross-linked actin filaments which
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resist sliding and accumulate tension (fimbrin and fascin are compact cross-linking proteins that create parallel-
aligned actin networks (actin bundles) and are found in stiffermembrane protusions offilopodia [20, 21]). In
contrast, weakly cross-linking proteins produce actinfilaments which slidemore readily, enabling the network
toflow as a liquid (α-actinin and filamin-A are less compact and formnetworks withmorewidely spaced and
orthogonally aligned actinfilaments[22]). All these actin cross-linking and/or bundling proteins work
cooperatively or competitively, for instance fascin andα-actininwere recently shown to segregate into discrete
bundled domains that are specifically recognized by other ABPs [23]. Under nonlinear loading conditions, living
cells can display apparently opposite behaviors ranging from stress stiffeningmainly governed by filament and/
or cross-linker nonlinear elasticity [8, 9, 12, 13], to stretch softening andfluidization likely due to force-induced
unbinding of ABPs [8, 9, 14]. This paradox can be solved by considering that, upon large deformations, theCSK
of a living cell can undergo deep structural transformations such as the unfolding of protein domains, the
unbinding of cytoskeletal cross-linkers, and the breaking of weak sacrificial bonds. All these structural changes
are inelastic (non-reversible in a strict sense), they dissipate locally the elastic energy of theCSKnetwork
(structural damping) [24, 25]. Unbinding events and bond breakings confer living cells with the unique ability to
adapt to differentmechanical situations by actively controlling the amount of stress stiffening and fluidization
[24, 26]. At the same time, such events reduce the connectivity of the CSK andmay result in permanent plastic
deformations or evenmore dramatic irreversible failures [8, 9]which, for instance, could be at the origin of the
recently observed incomplete shape recovery of living cells after repeated creep [27]. These effects are
reminiscent of those in cyclically loaded solids which can lead to fatigue-induced failure [28–30].

In this paper, we use a nanoindentation (AFM) technique [31–35] to experimentally investigate the
nonlinearmechanical plasticity of single immature CD34+hematopoietic cells fromhealthy donors and
patients suffering from chronicmyelogenous leukemia (CML) in chronic phase (CP) harvested at diagnosis [36].
Classical analysis of force-indentation curves (FICs) aims at estimating an elasticmodulus byfitting the curves
with linear elasticmodels [37, 38]. Here, in contrast, we engineer a wavelet-basedmulti-scalemethod [36, 39] to
identify singularities in the FICs that likely correspond to rupture events in theCSK.Our study provides
compelling evidence of the existence of two distinct populations of avalanche rupture events, that we identify to
ductile (corresponding toweakly cross-linked filaments) and brittle (corresponding to tightly cross-linked
filaments) failures. Bothmechanisms display fat-tail distributions of released energy well approximated by log-
normal distributions. This is surprising given the ubiquity of power-law statistics for avalanches in solids
[28–30].We develop aminimalmodel that reproduces quantitatively the experimental released energy
distributions, and provides somemechanistic interpretation of both the ductile and brittle rupture regimes.
Despite this phenomenologicalmodel does not take into account the visco-elasticity of individual polymer
chains constituting theCSKfilaments, it sheds a new light on the local unbinding events as amajormechanism
underlying the nonlinear response of living cells to large deformations and it further shows that brittle failures
aremore frequent inCML cells as the signature of their highermechanical fragility.

2. Results

2.1. Nanoindentation of living hematopoietic primary cells
CMLarises from a hematopoietic stem cell transformation following the formation of the BCR-ABL oncogene
by a single reciprocal chromosomal translocation t(9;22) [40]. In CML, BCR-ABL+ cells of themyeloid lineage
proliferate uncontrollably, the bonemarrowdensity increases considerably, and theirmechanical properties
change during disease progression [41]. In transformed cells [42], BCR-ABLwas shown to bind actinfilaments,
to inhibit their polymerization and to disorganize theCSK into punctuate, juxtanuclear aggregates [43–45].We
usedAFM to indent single hematopoietic purifiedCD34+ cells fromCP-CMLpatients at diagnosis and healthy
donor bonemarrows [36] (see appendix A).We indented the cells bymoving vertically the AFMcantilever
(figure 1(a)) toward their perinuclear central region (figure 1(b)), at constant speedV0=1 μm s−1 until a
cantilever set-point force was reached. Then the cantilever waswithdrawn from the sample at the same constant
speed (−V0) back to its starting position (figures 1(c) and (d)). From these indentation experiments, the cell
shear relaxationmodulusG(Z)was estimated as the second-order derivative of the FIC (see equation (B13) in
appendix B) [36, 39]. From the approach and retract FICs, the initialGi and globalGg shearmoduli, and the
dissipation lossDlwere retrieved (see figure S1 is available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/20/053057/mmedia
and supplementalmaterial11).When these FICs do not superimpose (figures 1(c) and (d)),Dl quantifies the
percentage of work not restituted during retract and dissipated partly as viscous loss [31, 36]. Interestingly, the
experimental FICs display fluctuations that locally exceed the background thermal fluctuations of the AFM
cantilever [36] (figures 1(c) and (d)).We developed awavelet-based detectionmethod of these singular events

11
See supplementalmaterial for the estimation of globalmechanical parameters fromFICs and 15 additional figures.
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that amounts to detect local curvatureminimaGm andmaximaGM in the FICs (figures 1(e) and (f)) (see also
appendix B, andfigures S2 and S3 (see footnote 11)). For each disruption event, we computed the force dropΔF,
the penetration lengthΔZ, and the released energyE=ΔF.ΔZ (figure 1(e)). FICswithout disruption events
were not included in the statistics.

2.2.Ductile versus brittle rupture events
Wecollected two large sets of single cell FICs from5CP-CMLpatients (1301 FICs—49 cells) and 5 healthy
donors (1671 FICs—60 cells).We detected 6161 singular rupture events distributed on 1153 FICs inCP-CML
cells as compared to 6765 rupture events distributed on 1111 FICs in normal cells. Thus only 11.4% (148/1301)
of FICs do not display rupture events for CML cells which is significantly lower than 33.5% (560/1671) for
normal cells. The computation of the normalized histograms (p.d.f. for probability density function) of ZD ,
ΔF, andE of these rupture events, revealed rather wide distributions with fat-tail (see figure S4 (see footnote
11)).When focusing onΔZ (nm), which can also be interpreted as the time durationΔt=ΔZ/V0 (ms) of the
rupture event, we got very satisfactory fits of the p.d.f. of Zlog10 D( )with the sumof two distinct Gaussian
distributions (see equation (B14) in appendix B) for both normal andCML cells (figures 2(a) and (b)). Thus, we
identified two populations of rupture events, a subpopulation 1 of rather short duration ( t 30 ms1D ~ ) and
weakly penetrating ( Z 30 nm1D ~ ) failures, and a subpopulation 2 of longer ( t 50 ms2D ~ ) and deeply
penetrating ( Z 50 nm2D ~ ) failures. Butwhat distinguishes CML fromnormal cells is the higher percentage
(α=0.34 compared to 0.26) of the larger rupture events (subpopulation 2) in theCP-CML cells, as an
indication of their greatermechanical brittleness.

When investigating the correlations betweenΔZ,ΔF andE, we found a rather strong correlation between
Flog10 D( ) and Zlog10 D( ) for both theCML (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r=0.68) and the normal

(r=0.62) cells. Log10 (E) and Zlog10 D( )were also found significantly correlated inCML (r=0.83) and in
normal (r=0.80) cells. These correlations issue from the existence of two clouds of points in the respective
scatter plots (figures 2(c) and (d)), corresponding to subpopulation 1 of small indentation depth, short duration,

Figure 1.Principle of living cell indentation and detection of rupture events with anAFMcantilever tip. (a) Sketch of the AFM set up.
(b)Microscopy transmission image of the perinuclear central region of an hematopoietic cell probed by the cantilever tip. Scale bar:
10 μm. (c)Typical approach (red) and retract (green) FICs collected on aCMLhematopoietic cell (CP-CMLpatient). (d) Same as (c)
but for a normal hematopoietic cell (healthy donor). (e)Zoomon (c) around a disruption event. (f)Corresponding second-order
derivativeG(Z) of the FIC (see equation (B13) in appendix B) computedwith awavelet of size w s2 2 42 nm= = ; the localminima
Gm (resp.maximaGM) of F Zd d2 2 corresponding to a strong negative (resp. positive) curvature of the FIC aremarkedwith black
triangles (resp. dots). In a close neighborhood ofGm andGM, the localmaxima andminima of the FIC are detected andmarkedwith
blue triangles and dots in (c) and (e). The force dropΔF of a disruption event is corrected by taking into account the increasing
behavior of the FIC (linear dashed–dotted line in (e)).
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small force drop and low released energy failures, and to subpopulation 2 of large indentation depth, long
duration, large force drop and high released energy failures.Wewill classify the former as ductile and the latter as
brittle rupture events.

2.3. Log-normal statistics of released energy during rupture events
The pertinence of the fitting of the p.d.f. of Elog10( ) (figure 2(e)) by the sumof 2Gaussians is compellingwhen
using a logarithmic representation (figure 2(f)). For theCML cells, when fixing the relative percentages of ductile
(1−α=0.66) and brittle (α=0.34) rupture events as previously estimated, we obtained the parameter values
reported in table 1with the following arithmetic and geometricmeans E 2161 = kBT (resp. E 15472 = kBT),

Figure 2. Statistical analysis of the indentation depths (nm), force drops (nN) and released energies (kBT) of disruption events. These
parameters were obtained from local disruption events collected from the FICs of the two sets of CML (red) and normal (blue) cells.
(a)Normalized histograms of Zlog ;10 D( ) the dots represent the experimental data and the continuous lines the corresponding fits by
the sumof 2Gaussian distributions (see equation (B14) in appendix B)with parametersα=0.34, andμ1=1.49,σ1=0.07
corresponding to the followingmeans Z 31 nm1D = and Z 31 nm1D =

~
(red dotted–dashed line),μ2=1.67,σ2=0.18, i.e.,

Z 51 nm2D = and Z 47 nm2D =
~

(red dotted line) for CML cells, andα=0.26, andμ1=1.47,σ1=0.06, i.e., Z 30 nm1D = and

Z 29 nm1D =
~

(blue dotted–dashed line),μ2=1.70,σ2=0.15, i.e., Z 53 nm2D = , and Z 50 nm2D =
~

(blue dotted line) for
normal cells. (b) Same as (a) but in a logarithmic representationwhereGaussians become parabolae. (c) Scatter plot of Flog10 D( )
versus Zlog ;10 D( ) each red (resp. blue) dot corresponds to a rupture event in a CML (resp. normal) FIC; whenever a red dot and a blue
dot superimpose theywere turned into black. (d) Scatter plot of Elog10( ) versus Zlog10 D( ). (e)Normalized histograms of Elog ;10( )
same representation as for Zlog10 D( ) in (a); the parameters of thefit with the sumof 2Gaussian distributions are for CML cells:
α=0.34 andμ1=2.15,σ1=0.40,μ2=2.89,σ2=0.51, and for healthy cells:α=0.26, andμ1=2.14,σ1=0.34,μ2=2.87,
σ2=0.41 (table 1). (f) Same as (e) but in a logarithmic representation.
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and E 1411 =˜ kBT (resp. E 7762 =˜ kBT). For normal cells, when fixingα=0.26 (1−α=0.74), we endedwith
consistent parameter values (table 1)with E 1881 = kBT (resp. E 11582 = kBT), and E 1381 =˜ kBT (resp.
E 7412 =˜ kBT). Note that the standard deviations of theGaussian distributions for Elog10( ) are slightly larger for
CML than for normal cells and this for both ductile and brittle events.

When comparing themean released energies during ductile (∼200 kBT) and brittle (∼1300 kBT) rupture
events to the dissociation energies ofα-actinin/actin binding (∼4.3 kBT) and offilamin/actin binding
(∼3.6 kBT) [46], we obtain rough estimates for the number of ABPunbindings during ductile (∼50) and brittle
(∼325) rupture events. Thus,more than 6 times energy is released during brittle failures that last (∼50 ms)not
more than twice the duration (∼30 ms) of ductile failures,meaning that themean rate of released energy is
significantly higher during brittle failures. Interestingly, the computation of the globalGg and initialGi shear
moduli (see figure S1 (see footnote 11)) confirms that CML cells are stiffer (G 1.13 0.31g =  kPa,
G 0.77 0.26i =  kPa) than normal ones (G 0.42 0.05g =  kPa, G 0.28 0.05i =  kPa) [36]. In particular,
about 37%of FICs bearmean shear relaxationmoduli (Gg) larger than 1kPa inCML cells with very low (7%)
counter part in normal cells (seefigure S5 (see footnote 11)). Altogether, these observations show that CML cells
display a significant proportion of highly tensed perinuclear zones propitious to localized brittle failures by
disruption of cross-linkedCSK domains impeding complete shape recovery after deformation. This
interpretation is strengthened by the experimental observation of an important structural alteration of the actin
CSKof immature TF1 cells consecutive to BCR-ABL oncogene transduction. In particular, confocal
fluorescencemicroscopy revealed that in thismodel of humanCML [40–45], juxtanuclear actin aggregates were
found in almost 30%of the BCR-ABL-transduced TF1 cells at the expense of the cortical F-actin [43, 45]
(figure 3(b)). Very likely, these solid structures were induced by the oncogene since theywere rarely observed in
the parental TF1 cell line (figure 3(a)).

3. Computationalmodel

To account for the observed log-normal released energy distributions (figures 2(e) and (f)), we propose a
multiplicative cascade description of CSK failure events that is inspired frompioneeringworks on population
growth dynamics [47–49].

3.1. Fat tail probability distribution functions: log-normal versus power-law distributions
P.d.f.s with heavy tails have beenwidely observed in various domains of fundamental and applied sciences [50].
Themost popular fat-tail distributions are power-law and log-normal distributions that often have been
considered as competingmodels of experimental data [48, 49]. Power-law distributions are commonly thought
to be a statistical characteristics of systems that display space and/or time scale invariance properties [50]with as
notable examples scale-free networks [51] and self-organized critical systems [52–54]. Log-normal distributions
are paradigmatic fat-tail distributions generated by self-similar fragmentation andmore generallymultiplicative
processes [55, 56]with as historical example the energy cascademodel of fully developed turbulence [57]. But, as
originally proposed byKesten [47], power-law and log-normal distributions are indeed intrinsically connected
when combiningmultiplicative and additive randomprocesses:

Table 1.Distributions of energy released during ductile and brittle rupture events in normal andCML cells: simulations versus experiments.
Characteristics (N ,σN, Elog10m = ( ), Elog10

s s= , E , Ẽ) of the numerical cascades simulatedwith equation (2) for parameters values a0, â,
ΔE0=12 kBT, E 4*D = kBTversus experimental data (figures 2(e) and 2(f)).

Normal Cells CMLCells

Ductile

Model parameters a0=1.3, a 15=ˆ ,Δa=0.39 a0=1.3, a 15=ˆ ,Δa=0.48
Simulations N 9= ,σN=3 N 8= ,σN=4

μ1=2.17,σ1=0.31 μ1=2.13,σ1=0.38

E 1911 = kBT, E 1481 =˜ kBT E 1981 = kBT, E 1351 =˜ kBT

Experiments μ1=2.14,σ1=0.34 μ1=2.15,σ1=0.40

E 1881 = kBT, E 1381 =˜ kBT E 2161 = kBT, E 1411 =˜ kBT

Brittle

Model parameters a0=1.3, a 46=ˆ ,Δa=0.35 a0=1.3, a 53=ˆ ,Δa=0.38
Simulations N 21= ,σN=7 N 22= ,σN=8

μ2=2.84,σ2=0.42 μ2=2.92,σ2=0.47

E 11042 = kBT, E 6922 =˜ kBT E 14942 = kBT, E 8322 =˜ kBT

Experiments μ2=2.87,σ2=0.41 μ2=2.89,σ2=0.51

E 11582 = kBT, E 7412 =˜ kBT E 15472 = kBT, E 7762 =˜ kBT
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S a S b , 1t t t t1= +- ( )

where St is the size of a population at time t, at the randompositive growth factor, and bt a small positive random
increment. In the absence of the additive bt term, one recovers themultiplicative Gibrat’s law [58] of
proportional growthwhich is nothing but a randomwalk in log-size leading to a log-normal distribution of St.
But this distribution is not stable sincewhen the time increases the process St either asymptotically shrinks
stochastically to zero ( aln 0t <( ) ) or diverges to infinity ( aln 0t >( ). Kesten [47] showed that provided
( aln 0t <( ) ), adding the randomvariable bt prevents the divergence of the log-normal distribution of Stwhich
progressively switches and converges to a stationary power-law distributionwith exponentα given by the strictly
positive solution of the equation a 1t =a .

3.2. A log-normal released energy cascademodel
Ourmodel of CSK cascading rupture events is deliberately reductionist with aminimal number of parameters.
At the cascade step n+1, the energy releasedΔEn+1 satisfies aGibrat’smultiplicative law [58], meaning that it
can be expressed as a percentage of the energyΔEn released at the previous cascade step:

E a E a a a, with e , , 2n n n n
n a

1 0
2D = D ~ D+

-( ) ( )ˆ

where an is aGaussian randomvariable with initial value a0>1, whosemean an decreases exponentially (CSK
structural relaxation)with a characteristic depth â and afixed standard deviation aan

s = D . Note that the
relationship between the cascade index n and time is not defined in ourmodel since there is no reason a priori to
assume that theCSK rupture cascade steps occur at regular time intervals. Starting from some initiation
thresholdΔE0,ΔEnwill asymptotically tend to zero because of the exponentially decreasingmultiplicative
constant anwhichwill become smaller than 1 after some finite number of steps. The cascadewill endwhen

E EN 1 *D < D+ , where E 0* D is a cascade arrest energy cut-off. During theN steps of the CSK rupture
cascade, the total released energy is:

E E . 3
n

N

n
1

å= D
=

( )

Our randomcascademodelmainly depends on three parameters: a0, â andΔa.N is a randomvariable that
depends on the realization of the cascade. Its p.d.f. P(N) is well approximated by aGaussian distribution
(figure 4). To account for the experimental data, all our simulations of the released energy cascademodel defined
by equation (2)were performed for rather small values ofΔa= 1. In this limit,E (equation (3)) can be
approximated by:

E E a E ae e . 4
n

N
n

i
n i a

n

N
n i a

0
1

0 1 0
1

0
i

n

1å åP = å

=
=

-

=

- = ( )ˆ ˆ

Figure 3.Cytoskeleton structure of TF1 cells revealed by confocalmicroscopy. (a)Parental TF1 cells. (b)TF1hematopoietic cells after
transfection by theCMLBCR-ABL oncogene. F-actinwas labeledwith phalloidin-rhodamin (red), and the nuclei were labeledwith
DAPI (blue). Immunofluorescence images were taken using a confocalmicroscope onfixedTF1 andTF1-BCR-ABL adherent cells on
fibronectin (see appendix A). Scale bar: 20 μm.
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From thewell known identity i n n 1 2i
n

1å = += ( ) , we get

E E a e . 5
n

N
n

0
1

0
n n

a
1

2å
=

- +
 ( )

( )
ˆ

Thus a good approximation of themean ofE can be obtained by replacingN by the nearest integer N[ ]of its
mean N in equation (5):

E E a e . 6
n

N
n

0
1

0
n n

a
1

2å
=

- +
 ( )

[ ]
( )

ˆ

We recall that the p.d.f. of the random variableNwas shown to bewell approximated by aGaussian (figure 4).
Now from the Taylor expansion of E E S S Sln ln= + -( ) ( ) ( ) atfirst order, we can showby taking the
ensemble average on both sides of this equation that Eln( ) is well approximated by

E Eln ln . 7»( ) ( ) ( )

Wehave confirmed numerically the pertinence of this approximation in all our simulationswith a rather
good accuracy (<5%error). Now, if we assume that the energy cascade endswhen the difference between EnD
and the thresholdΔE* is of the order ofΔa, i.e. a K ae N a D- ˆ , then

N a
a

K a
ln , 80

D
 ⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠ˆ ( )

whereK is a constant that has been numerically estimated of order 1 (e.g.K=1.52±0.05 for a0=1.3, a 45=ˆ
andΔa=0.36, see figure 5). Equation (8) shows that themean size N of the energy cascade increases as
expectedwhen increasing a0 and â, but decreases when increasingΔa, since the probability to have a

E En *D < D after a limited number n of cascade steps increases (see figure S6 (see footnote 11)).

3.3. Theoretical considerations based onBeaulieu’smathematical results
In our simulations, wefixed a0=1.3 and started iterating equation (2)with the initial thresholdΔE0=12 kBT.
Note thatΔE0 is amultiplicative factor that only shifts the p.d.f. of Elog10( )without affecting its shape.When

Figure 4.Distributions of the number of stepsN of the log-normal rupture cascademodel. P.d.f. ofN computed from1.2 × 106

realizations of themultiplicative process defined by equation (2), for parameters values given in table S1 (see footnote 11). (a)Ductile
rupture events in normal (blue) andCML (red) cells. (b) Semi-log representation. (c)Brittle rupture events in normal (blue) andCML
(red) cells. (d) Semi-log representation.
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using the cut-off E 0*D = ( E n0,nD > " ), after some transient (n5), the p.d.f. ofΔEn obtained from
1.2×106 realizationswith parameter values a 45=ˆ andΔa=0.36 is well approximated by a log-normal
Gibrat’s law [58], as expected frommultiplicative process (figures 5(a) and (b)).What ismore surprising is the
fact that the sumE of these log-normal variables turns out also to bewell approximated by a log-normal
distribution and not by a normal distribution as expected from the central limit theorem. Indeed, this theorem
does not apply since the randomvariablesΔEn are not only not identically distributed but correlated. Beaulieu
[59] has recently proved an extended log-normal limit theorem that states that the limit distribution of the sum
of nonidentically distributed correlated log-normal random variables is a log-normal distribution.When

investigating how the energy E En n
n

n1*
*= å D= , released during the first n* steps of the cascade converges to the

total released energy EN, we confirmed a rather fast convergence to an asymptotic log-normal distribution
(figures 5(c) and (d)).When numerically simulating surrogated uncorrelated released energy cascades where at
each step,ΔEn is randomly generatedwith the p.d.f. P(ΔEn) (figure 5(a)) but independently of the previous
cascade steps, then the sum En* no longer converges to a log-normal distribution but to a normal distribution as

Figure 5.Released energy (kBT)distributions simulatedwith the log-normal rupture cascademodel. (a)P.d.f. of Elog n10 D( ) computed
from 1.2×106 realizations of themultiplicative process defined by equation (2), for parameters values: a0=1.3, a 45=ˆ ,
Δa=0.36,ΔE0=12 kBT andΔE*=0. The colors correspond to n=5 (yellow), 20 (red), 35 (dark green), 50 (cyan);P(E) (black) is
shown for comparison. (b) Same as (a) but in a logarithmic representation. (c)P.d.f. of Elog n10 *, where E En n

n
n1*

*= å D= for n*=5
(light blue), 15 (dark blue), 25 (cyan) andN (black). (d) Same as (c) but in a logarithmic representation. (e) Same as (c) but for surrogate
uncorrelated released energy cascades (see text). (f) Same as (e) but in a logarithmic representation. In (e) and (f), P EN( ) (black) has the
samemeaning as in (c) and (d) respectively.
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expected for uncorrelated randomvariables (figures 5(e) and (f)). This theoretical argument suggests that the
log-normal distribution observed experimentally (figures 2(e) and (f)) are evidence that the different cascade
steps of ABP unbinding are correlated. This theoretical understanding applies to all the numerical simulations
reported in this study, for ductile and brittle rupture events, in normal aswell as inCML cells (table 1,figures 6
and 7).

3.4.Mechanistic interpretation of ductile and brittle rupture events
Weperformed numerical simulations of the released energy cascademodel to reproduce quantitatively the p.d.fs
ofE obtained for both normal andCML cells (figures 2(e) and (f)) (see appendix C). To this end, the p.d.f.s
corresponding to ductile and brittle rupture events were disentangledwith a two component Gaussianmixture
model (see appendix B).When fixingΔE0=12 kBT andΔE*=4 kBT (characteristic unbinding energy of
ABPs [46]), sets of parameters (a0, â,Δa) values (table 1)were found providing quite satisfactory fits of the
experimental released energy distributions (figure 6). For ductile rupture events, themean number of cascade
steps is rather limited for normal (N 9= ) aswell as CML (N 8= ) cells and correspond to lowmean released

Figure 6.Computedmodel simulations of the p.d.fs P(E) of energy (kBT) released during rupture events in normal (blue) andCML
(red) cells. Ductile rupture events: (a) semi-log representation; (b) log–log representation. Brittle rupture events: (c) semi-log
representation; (d) log–log representation. All rupture events: (e) semi-log representation; (f) log–log representation. The triangles (!)
represent the experimental data (figures 2(e) and (f)); ductile and brittle rupture event log-normal p.d.fs were disentangled using a
classical two componentGaussianmixturemodel (see appendix B). The curves represent the prediction of the released energy cascade
model defined by equation (2); the corresponding sets ofmodel parameters are given in table 1.
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energy values E and likely to a few tens of ABPunbindings (N E 4unb ~ ( kBT)) for normal (E 191= kBT,
N 48unb ~ ) andCML (E 198= kBT, N 50unb ~ ) cells. For brittle failures, ourmodel predictsmore expanded
cascades with significantly larger values of N , E and Nunb for both normal (N 21= , E 1104= kBT,
N 276unb = ) andCML (N 22= , E 1494= kBT, N 373unb ~ ) cells (table 1). Besides confirming that brittle
rupture events involvemoreABP unbindings than ductile ones, our rupture cascademodel also predicts that the
rate of energy released during the first cascade steps EnD and themaximum reached before the exponential
decrease to zero for large n aremuch higher for brittle than for ductile rupture events (figure 7(a)). Interestingly,
when adimensionalizingΔEn by amean released energyE/N per step and n by the total number of cascade steps
(figure 7(b)), the numerical data obtained for ductile events in normal andCML cells superimpose and display a
slow increase from∼0.9 to∼1.3 during the first part of the cascade before decaying toward the energy cut off. For
brittle events, the numerical data for normal andCML cells again superimpose (figure 7(b)), but now exhibit an
initial three-fold increase from∼0.5 to∼1.5. This initial acceleration of ABPunbindings from∼2–3 to reach
values as high as∼15–20 unbindings per cascade step in brittle events confirms the existence of some correlation
between the ABP unbindings of successive cascade steps that likely results in a collective local disorganization
and possible disintegration of theCSK. In comparison, the smoother released energy cascadewith only a few
ABPunbindings (up to 5) at each cascade step strengthens our interpretation of ductile rupture events asmore
dynamical and reversible stress-induced cross-linker unbindings that would confer to the cell ductile plasticity
to large deformations.We have simplified the discussion here by considering only one energy;4 kBT for the
actin cross-linker unbinding events, and grouping the brittle and ductile failures into two groups involving a
different number of cross-linker unbinding events. Actually we could have also considered that the actin CSK
network includes two populations of cross-linking proteins, namelyweak cross-linking proteins that give a
ductile failure and tight cross-linking proteins leading to brittle failures. The important physical quantity that is
quantitatively predicted by themodel is the total energy E released during a cascade of rupture events.

We refer the reader to the supplementalmaterial (see footnote 11)where numerical simulations performed
with different thresholdΔE0 (12 and 16 kBT) and arrest cut-offΔE* (0 and 4 kBT) (see tables S1–S3, andfigures
S9–S15 (see footnote 11)) confirm the robustness of our rupture cascademodel predictions.

4.Discussion

By developing aminimal rupture cascademodel, we have identified two distinct populations of singular events
in FICs that both correspond tomechanical failures of theCSKwith correlated log-normal statistics of released
energy. Afirst type of singular events is associatedwith rathermoderate released energy (E 200~ kBT) and
likely corresponds to dynamical stress-induced cross-linker unbindings that confer to the cell a ductility
preserving the perinuclear CSK architecture. In contrast, the second type of singular events is associatedwith
more dramatic failures that release significantly higher energy (E 1300~ kBT) as the signature of irreversible
brittle disruption of theCSK integrity in highly tensed perinuclear zones. Besides providing quantitative robust
modeling of the observed log-normal statistics, thismodel predicts that (i) the number of cascade steps, and in

Figure 7.Model predictions for the energy released rate per cascade step (kBT/step). (a) EnD versus n. (b) E E NnD ( ) versus n/N.
The continuous (resp. dotted–dashed) lines correspond to brittle (resp. ductile) rupture events. The colors correspond to normal
(blue) andCML (red) cells. The corresponding sets ofmodel parameters are given in table 1.
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turn the number of cross-linker unbindings, is significantly higher in brittle than in ductile failures, (ii) the
released energy increases during the first cascade steps until amaximumvalue that is significantly higher in
brittle than in ductile failures, and (iii) the rate of released energy during thesefirst cascade steps is also
significantly higher in brittle than in ductile rupture events. Thismodel further confirms that brittle failures are
more frequently observed inCP-CML than in healthy cells as the signature of their highermechanical fragility
under large and fast strain.We anticipate that themechanistic description provided by ourminimal rupture
cascademodel will apply quite generally to other cell types in physiological and pathological situations [60] and
to other nonactive softmatter or solid systems such as biopolymer gels and glassymaterials [61]. Thisminimal
model is a very promising first attempt that will be used as a guide for future 2D and 3D simulations, aiming at
elucidating the impact of CSKnetwork architecture on the rupturemechanics of living cells.
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AppendixA. Experimental protocols

A.1. Cell culture and adhesion assay
After informed consent in accordancewith theDeclaration ofHelsinki and local ethics committee bylaws (from
theDélégation à la recherche clinique desHospices Civils de Lyon, Lyon, France), bonemarrow samples were
obtained fromCP-CMLpatients at diagnosis and fromhealthy allogeneic donors.Mononuclear cells were
separated using a Ficoll gradient (Bio-Whittaker) andwere then subjected toCD34+ immunomagnetic
separation (Stemcell Technologies). The purity of the CD34+ enriched fractionwas checked by flow cytometry
andwas over 95%on average. Selected bulkCD34+ cells were seeded at 6×105 cells ml−1 and cultured in
serum-free Iscove’sModifiedDulbecco’sMedium (Invitrogen) in the presence of 15%BSA, insulin and
transferrin (Stemcell Technologies) supplementedwith 10 ng ml−1 interleukin-6 (IL-6), 50 ng ml−1 stem cell
factor, 10 ng ml−1 IL-11 and 10 ng ml−1 IL-3 (Peprotech).

To question the possiblemodifications ofmechanical properties of immature hematopoietic cells upon
oncogene expression, we have used the TF1 cell line transducedwith the BCR-ABL oncogene as a uniquemodel
of CML cells that reproduces the early steps of stem cell transformation [40–44, 62–67]. In CMLparticularly,
BCR-ABL is known for its ability to decrease progenitor cell adhesion to stroma [42, 68, 69]. By performing
adhesion assays, we observed that BCR-ABL transduction has no effect on the percentage of adhesion of TF1
cells onfibronectin-coated surfaces (data not shown) [70]. This is according to the fact that TF1 cells are
representative of very immature cells rather than progenitors ofmore differentiated cells. The immature CD34+

TF1 cell line (ATCCCRL-2003)wasmaintained at 1×105 cells ml−1 in RPMI-1640medium, 10% fetal calf
serumand granulocytemacrophage colony-stimulating factor (10 ng ml−1) (Sandoz Pharmaceuticals).
Engineered TF1-GFP andTF1-BCR-ABL-GFP cell lines were obtained by transductionwith amurine stem cell
virus-based retroviral vector encoding either the enhanced green fluorescent protein cDNAalone (EGFP) as a
control or the BCR/ABL-cDNAupstream from an IRES-eGFP sequence [42, 64]. EGFP+TF1 cells were sorted
using a BectonDickinson FACSAria.

Adhesionwas performed as described in [68–70]. Fibronectin (Sigma)was coated for 2 h at 37 °Con 96-well
Cellstar dishes (Greiner) using a 50 μg ml−1 ligand solution in sodiumbicarbonate buffer (0.1 mM). Plates were
blockedwith 0.3%BSA in PBS for 1 h at 37 °C.Cells (5.104/well)were labeled for 20min at 37 °Cwith 5 μM
calcein-AM (Molecular Probes) in RMPImedium containing 0.1%BSA (without phenol red). Cells were then
allowed to adhere to the coated plates in triplicate wells for 1 h at 37 °C in the adhesion buffer (PBSwith 0.03%
BSA), before removal of the non-adherent fraction. Finally, the glass coverslipwasmounted on theAFM stage
and the cells were kept in their culturemedium at room temperature.

A.2. Immunofluorescence staining
Cells were seeded at 5×105 cells ml−1 and incubated for 24 h before the experiment. On the one hand, non-
adherent cells were centrifuged onto glass slides with a cytospin 4 (Thermo Scientific). On the other hand, non-
adherent cells were allowed to adhere on glass cover slips coatedwithfibronectin (Sigma) in culture treated
plates (BDBiosciences/Falcon) for 1 h at 37 °C, before removal of the non-adherent fraction. Cells were then
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fixedwith 4%paraformaldehyde for 15min, permeabilizedwith 0.1%TritonX-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 10min,
and blockedwith 0.2% gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30min at room temperature. Thefilamentous actin (F-actin)
was labeledwith 1000-fold diluted phalloidin-rhodamin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30min at room temperature. Cells
werewashed twice andwere then incubated for 1 h at room temperature with a 400-fold diluted rabbit
polyclonal anti-GFP antibody-Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate (Life Technologies). Finally, cells were washed twice
and subsequently the nuclei were labeledwith 2000-fold dilutedDAPI (Sigma-Aldrich) inmountingmedium
(Sigma-Aldrich). Controls for nonspecificity and autofluorescencewere performed by incubating cells without
phallodin-rhodamin or by incubating TF1 cells with the rabbit polyclonal anti-GFPAlexa Fluor 488 conjugate.
Fluorescence images were taken using a spectral confocalmicroscope TCS SP5AOBS (Leica) (Formore details
see [45, 70]).

A.3. CSK structure alterations in transduced adherent cells revealed by confocalfluorescencemicroscopy
To investigate the structural transformation of the actin CSK consecutive to BCR-ABL transduction, we
performed two different types ofmicroscopy studies: (i) confocalmicroscopy [45, 70] onfixedTF1 andTF1-
BCR-ABL cells where both F-actin and the nucleuswere stained (figure 3), and (ii) quantitative phase
microscopy [71–73] fromwhich an important disorganization of the internal cell compartments was put into
light by enhanced optical phase gradients. In BCR-ABL-transduced TF1 cells, juxtanuclear actin aggregates were
found in almost 30%of the cells in addition to the cortical F-actin staining [45] (figure 3(b)). Very likely these
structures were induced by the oncogene since theywere rarely observed in the parental TF1 cell line
(figure 3(a)). Consistently BCR-ABL-transduced cells showed fewer actin stressfibers as compared to TF1 cells
in adhesion. Themechanical confinement of the TF1-BCR-ABL cells onto adherentfibronectin surfaces
enlightens the interplay between the oncogene BCR-ABL and actinmicrofilaments,making theirmorphological
changes quite visible byfluorescencemicroscopy (figure 3). These observations indicate that transducing TF1
cells with BCR-ABL likely disrupts their actinCSK cohesion and inhibit their crawlingmotility [45].

A.4.Mechanical indentation experiments andFICs recording
FICswere recorded fromAFMcantilever deflection signals, when indenting the cell (approach curves) atfixed
scan velocityV0=1 μm s−1 with aCellHesion system equippedwith a 15−200 μmmotorized stage, from JPK
Instruments AG (www.jpk.com)mounted on an invertedmicroscope.We used pyramidal shape tip cantilevers
(SNL-10, Bruker)with a nominal spring constant of 0.06 nN nm−1. Prior to each experiment, the deflection
sensitivity of the cantilever was estimated on fused silica and the cantilever spring constant kwas calibrated by
the thermal noisemethod in between 0.05 and 0.15 Nm−1 by directly recording their free fluctuations in buffer
solution, computing their power spectrumdistribution and fitting these curves with Lorentzian distributions
[74]. Cells were prepared by letting suspended cells adhere on glass cover slips coatedwithfibronectin (Sigma) in
culture treated plates (BDBiosciences/Falcon) for 1 h at 37 °C, and the non-adherent fractionwas removed
beforemounting the coverslip on the AFM stage. During AFM recording, the cells were kept in their culture
medium at room temperature (24 °C). To reduce variability, indentationwas carried out at the center of each
cell within 2 h after removing cells from the incubator, to probe the perinuclear CSK that is known to play a
protective andmechanical confining role for the underlying nucleus and itsmulti-scale functions [75]. In all the
experiments, cell sizes were evaluated from transmissionmicroscopy images. To avoid these cells slipping away
from the cantilever during the indentation, we immobilized themon afibronectin-coated coverslip before AFM
probing. Interaction of the integrins at the cellmembranewith thefibronectin-coated surface not only confines
cellmovements on the glass surface but alsomodifies its CSK architecture, inducing a cascade ofmolecular
events leading to cell spreading and higher adherence [76]. Actually, thisfibronectin adhesion assaymimics to
some extent the fact that, under physiological conditions, hematopoietic cells are not in suspension in their
human bonemarrowniche but actively adhere to the stroma and to proteins of the extracellularmatrix [42, 68].

If we defineZ as the distance of the cantilever tip to the sample surface:Z=Ztip−Zsurf, the contact pointZc
corresponds to the tip position touching the sample surfacewithout being deflected.Zc is taken as origin of the
FICs infigures 1(c) and (d). Overall, one approach/retract experiment lasts a few seconds, which is shorter than
the characteristic remodeling time by activemolecularmotors. A key issue in the analysis of FICs is the
determination ofZc for very softmaterials, like living cells. Tomaster this practical signal-to-noise issue, we used
awavelet-based decomposition of the FICs and their derivatives [36, 39] that likely achieved some compromise
between a too strong smoothing of the force derivative that wouldwipe out the non-contact to contact
transition, and a toomild smoothing of the force thatwould suffer from anoise estimation of the contact points
(see figures S2 and S3 (see footnote 11)). Once the cell is deformed by the cantilever,Z>Zc,Z−Zc reads as the
sumof two terms, respectively the cell indentation h and the ratio of the force F and the cantilever spring
constant k [77]:
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Z Z h F k. A1c- = + ( )

The nominal spring constant k of the cantilever (k=0.06 nN nm−1)was chosen large enough for the cantilever
deflection to be small compared to the cell deformation.Nevertheless, we have substracted the correcting term
from the FICs for energy integral computation.Note that this correcting termdoes not affect the computation of
the second-order derivative of the force.

Appendix B. Time–frequency analysis of FICs

B.1.Historical introduction to thewavelet transform
Thewavelet transform is amathematical time–frequency (time scale) decomposition of signals introduced in the
early 1980s [78]. Thewavelet transformhas been applied to a great variety of situations in physics, physical
chemistry, biology, signal and image processing,material engineering,mechanics, economics, epidemicsK [75,
79–84]. Real experimental signals are very often nonstationary (they contain transient components), andwhen
they are complex or singular, theymay also involve a rather wide range of frequencies. It also happens that
experimental signals display characteristic frequencies that drift in time. Standard Fourier analysis is therefore
inadequate in these situations, since it provides only statistical information about the relative contributions of
the frequencies involved in the analyzed signal. The possibility to perform simultaneously a temporal and
frequency decomposition of a given signal was first proposed byGabor for the theory of communication [85].
Later on, two distinct approaches (based on different wavelet transforms)were developed in parallel: (i) a
continuouswavelet transform (CWT) [78, 82] and (ii) a discrete wavelet transform [80]. For singular (self-
similar ormulti-fractal) signals or images, the CWT transform rapidly became a predilectionmathematical
microscope to perform space (or time)-scale analysis and to characterize scale invariance properties. In
particular it was used to generalize box-counting techniques [86] and to remedy the limitations of structure
functionmethods [87] in elaborating a statistical physics formalism ofmultifractals [81, 84, 87–92].

During the past 30 years, the CWTwas used for biological applications, on both 1D signals and 2D images
[75, 83, 84, 93–107]. As far as 1D signals are concerned, the CWTwas applied toAFM force curves collected
from single living plant cells [39], living hematopoietic stem cells [36, 45] and toAFM fluctuation signals to
characterize the passivemicrorheology of livingmyoblasts [108]. The 1DCWTwas also generalized to 2D (and
to 3D)CWT [79, 83, 84, 96] and it proved again its versatility and power for analyzing AFM topographic images
of biosensors [109],fluorescencemicroscopy images of chromosome territories [98] and diffraction phase
microscopy of living cells [71–73].

B.2.Wavelet-based decomposition of FICs
Viscoelastic theories developed during the second half of the twentieth century have led to general hereditary
integral representation of stress-strain relationships for the indentation of linear viscoelasticmaterials by
axisymmetric indenters [110]:
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whereG(t) is the stress relaxationmodulus, F is the loading force, h describes the displacement of the indenter
and n is a positive integer which depends on the shape of the indenter. The stress relaxationmodulusG(t) retains
the strain-ratememory of the deformation. For a pyramidal indenter tip [38], we have n=1 and C tan1 q p= ,
where θ is the nominal tip half-angle:
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Since the cantilever is swept at constant velocityV0, Z V td d0= , the stress relaxationmodulusG can be rewritten
as:
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meaning that the change ofGwithZ is an important quantity that is stored in thewhole deformation story. This
relation establishes that the stress relaxationmodulus can be obtained from the second derivative of the
indentation force curvewith respect toZ, without assuming a priori a particular viscoelastic or plastic cellular
model.

Practically, we used a time–frequency adaptative wavelet-basedmethod to computeG(Z) fromFICs.Within
the norm 1 , the one-dimensionalWTof a signal F(Z) reads [78–82]:
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where b is a spatial coordinate (homologous toZ) and s (> 0) a scale parameter. In the context of this study, we
concentrated on the family of analyzingwavelets obtained from the successive derivatives of theGaussian
function [75, 81–84] (see figure S2(a) (see footnote 11)):
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Let us define thefirst derivative of theGaussian function (seefigure S2(b) (see footnote 11)):
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and its second derivative, also called theMexican hatwavelets (seefigure S2(c) (see footnote 11)):
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Via one (resp. two) integration(s) by part, it is straightforward to demonstrate [75, 81–84, 90] that theWTof F
with thefirst (resp. the second) derivative of aGaussianwavelet at scale s,W F b s,g 1 [ ]( )( ) (resp.W F b s,g 2 [ ]( )( ) ) is
precisely the first (resp. second) derivative of a smooth versionW F b s,g 0 [ ]( )( ) of F by aGaussian function at the
same scale s:
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Let us point out that the validity of theWTdefinition (equation (B4))was further extended for distributions
includingDirac distributions [81, 82, 90, 111]. The interest of theWTmethod is two-fold. Thefirst advantage is
to use the same smoothing function tofilter out the experimental background noise and to compute higher-
order derivatives (for instance up to second-order in this study) at a well defined smoothing scale sg. The second
advantage relies on the power of theWT to detect local singularities (including rupture events in the FICs) and to
quantify their force via the estimate of local oH¨lder exponents from the behavior across scales of theWT
modulusmaxima [75, 81–84, 87–92]. In this study, we usedmodified versions [45] of the definition
(equation (B4)) of theWT to get a directmeasure of F in nN (T F b s,g 0 [ ]( )( ) ), dF/dZ in nN nm−1 (T F b s,g 1 [ ]( )( ) )
and F Zd d2 2 in Pascal (T F b s,g 2 [ ]( )( ) ), once smoothed by aGaussianwindow (g Z0 ( )( ) ) ofwidth s:
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Figure S3 (see footnote 11) illustrates on a single FIC (approach and retract curves) the computation of the
wavelet-based force derivatives. Let us point out that from equations (B1)–(B3), we get the following expression
for the stress relaxationmodulus [36, 39, 45]:
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B.3. Tracking the rupture events in FICs
The protocol that we have elaborated to track singular events in FICs is shown infigures 1(e) and (f). The optimal
wavelet scale to computeG(Z) via equation (B13)wasfixed to w s2 2 42 nm= = . Noticing that the FIC
disruption events occurred in between two consecutiveminimaGm andmaximaGM of F Z Zd d2 2( )
(figure 1(f)), we took the localminimaGm as searching criteria.We defined a threshold Gm∣ ∣ for the distribution
ofGm values computed on a representative set of FICs, to discriminate the disruption events from the
background noise. The prominence of these negative peakswas set to G 50m ∣ ∣ kPa. In the right neighborhood
of these peaks, we searched for a localmaxima of F Z Zd d2 2( ) with a peak prominence 20 kPa.Gm andGM are
marked by black symbols infigure 1(f). From the two positions ofGm andGMwe could then detect the beginning
and the end of the disruption events represented by blue symbols in figure 1(e). The distance between these two
positionswas denoted asΔZ. Finally, the force dropΔFwas corrected, taking into account the increasing trend
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of the FIC after the rupture event. A linear interpolation of the FIC in a small interval (∼30 nm) beyond the local
minima of the FIC gave the best interpolation.

B.4. Statistical analysis of rupture events in FICs
The normalized histograms obtained for Zlog10 D( ), Flog10 D( ) and Elog10( ) for the rupture events detected in
the two sets of FICs fromhealthy andCML cells were fitted (nonlinear least square fitmethod) by the sumof two
Gaussian distributions:
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where the indices 1 and 2 refer to ductile and brittle rupture events respectively.μ1 (resp.μ2) andσ1 (resp.σ2) are
themean and root-mean-square of the randomvariable Y Xlog10= ( ). The arithmetic and the geometrymeans

ofX are X=E X 10 ln 10 22= m s+[ ] ( ) and X=˜ GM X 10= m[ ] respectively. The parameterα in equation (B14)
quantifies the statistical contribution (%) of brittle events as compared to the contribution 1−α (%) of ductile
rupture events. Infigure 6, a two component Gaussianmixturemodel was used to disentangle the p.d.fs of

Elog10( ) corresponding to brittle rupture events and ductile rupture events.

AppendixC. Simulations of the released energy cascademodel

Tomimic the released energy distributions observed experimentally for both ductile and brittle rupture events,
in normal andCML cells (figures 2(e) and (f)), we have generated 1.2×106 realizations of themultiplicative
process defined by equation (2) usingΔE0=12 kBT as initial threshold andΔE*=0 (figures 4, 5, and also
figures S6, S7 and S12 and table S1 (see footnote 11)) or 4 kBT (figure 6, table 1) as the energy cascade arrest cut-
off ( E EN 1 *D < D+ ). ForΔE*=0, we have systematically investigated the dependence of the p.d.fs of the
number of cascade stepsN and of the corresponding released energyE on the three parameters a0, â andΔa. As
long as N is not too small,P(N) is well approximated by aGaussian distribution (figure 4)whosemean increases
when increasing a0 or â, or when decreasingΔa, fixing the two other parameters (see figure S6 (see footnote
11)), in good agreementwith the theoretical prediction (equation (8)). Interestingly, the corresponding P(E)
turns out to bewell approximated by a log-normal distribution (figures 5(a) and (b)).When using the parameter
dependence of Elog10 and Elog10

s ( ) versus a0, â andΔa (seefigure S7 (see footnote 11)), we realized that we could
fit the experimental log-normal distributions by fixing a0=1.3 (>1) and adjusting â andΔa tomatch the
parametersμi andσi estimated from log-normal fits of the data for ductile and brittle events in both normal and
CML cells (seefigure S12 and table S1 (see footnote 11)).When using a finite energy cut-offΔE*=4 kBT
consistent with the experimental estimate of ABPunbinding energy [46], we still were able to quantitatively
reproduce the log-normal distributions of released energy observed experimentally for parameter values
reported in table 1 (figure 6). Note that with this finiteΔE* cut-off, some departure fromGaussian tail is
observed inP(N) for smallN (seefigure S10 (see footnote 11)), and in turn in P Elog10( ( )) for small Elog10( )
values (figure 6), as the signature of a lack of statistical convergence of the shortest rupture cascades. Interestingly
this departure seems also to be present in the experimental P Elog10( ( )) distributions (figure 6).
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